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Screen Protractor Crack For Windows is a simple utility to measure angles on screen.
This is an example of an exquisite, nicely designed jailbreak tweak that does exactly what
its name suggests. The tweak is called Concentrate and lets you limit all activities on your
iOS device to focus on one task at hand. You can limit the amount of time you spend on
any given task (phone calls, text messages, emails, etc.) and, most importantly, you can
control the amount of time you spend on different apps. In other words, you can set the
time you spend on a phone call to 15 minutes, leaving you with 5 minutes to browse the
web, etc. It's all there in the tweak's icon, which gives you a rather unique look. Other
features Concentrate is a utility that serves as a way to focus and streamline your
workflow. It allows you to take control of your activities in the form of a toggle switch.
You can have it limit your use of a certain app (iOS 9), limit your total usage time (iOS 9),
or you can even have it limit your usage of an app based on time (iOS 9). It's a very
effective tweak, and if you are looking for a way to control how much time you use on
your smartphone, then this is the tweak for you. For additional tips and tricks like this
one, check out TechBlog. Concentrate for iOS 9 Free Version | Demo Video How do you
know how much time you spend on your smartphone per day? If you are curious, you can
check out Screen Time, a jailbreak tweak that enables you to see how much time you are
spending on your smartphone. This tweak allows you to track how much time you spend
on your smartphone, and when you are using your smartphone, it will show you how long
you have been using that application or the amount of time you are using that application.
You can use this tweak as a way to see how you are using your smartphone and how long
you are spending on each app. However, it also allows you to turn your location on or off.
You can also decide whether or not to allow your iOS device to use your location in the
background. Screen Time | Demo Video Built to work in tandem with the OS X Time
Machine, Time Tracking allows you to see exactly how long you spent on any given
activity. It’s a nifty jailbreak tweak and is a great way to keep track of your time spent on
any
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What's New in the Screen Protractor?

Screen Protractor helps you to measure any angle on screen. Use the dial with two bars to
measure from 0° to 360° in 1° steps. Drag the dial across your screen. Adjust the zero
point of the X axis. The zero point is set by the default value, left or right side of the
screen, of the other axis. There is a button to check the value and reset it. The software is
supplied with 12 skins. There is an option to define the own skin. Main features: -
Measure any angle in 1° steps with the "Dial". - A dial and two bars will help you to
measure any angle on screen - A console will help you to control the dial - Drag the dial to
change the value - Drag the console to drag the dial - The zero point can be set to the left
or right side of the screen, with the other axis left or right - Configurable hotkeys - Simple
and intuitive user interface - A simple and easy to use interface - Small screen - Change of
measurement unit - 12 skins - Full customization - The software is supplied with 12 skins -
12 skins - The software is supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins - The software is supplied with
12 skins - 12 skins - The software is supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins - The software is
supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins Description: Screen Protractor is the easiest angle
measuring tool to set the screen angle. It displays any angle you select on screen with two
bars. Use the dial with two bars to measure from 0° to 360° in 1° steps. Drag the dial
across your screen. Adjust the zero point of the X axis. The zero point is set by the default
value, left or right side of the screen, of the other axis. There is a button to check the
value and reset it. Main features: - Measure any angle in 1° steps with the "Dial". - A dial
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and two bars will help you to measure any angle on screen - A console will help you to
control the dial - Drag the dial to change the value - Drag the console to drag the dial -
The zero point can be set to the left or right side of the screen, with the other axis left or
right - Configurable hotkeys - Simple and intuitive user interface - A simple and easy to
use interface - Small screen - Change of measurement unit - 12 skins - Full customization -
The software is supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins - The software is supplied with 12 skins -
12 skins - The software is supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins - The software is supplied with
12 skins - 12 skins - The software is supplied with 12 skins - 12 skins - The software is
supplied with 12 skins



System Requirements:

Low End: Recommended requirements Mid-end: Optional requirements High-end:
Recommended requirements Extreme-end: Optional requirements Recommended
requirements Optional requirements Recommended requirements Optional requirements
Recommended requirements Optional requirements Recommended requirements (1.92
GHz+ CPUs) (2 GB RAM + 2 GB VRAM) (4 GB RAM + 4 GB VRAM) (6 GB RAM + 6 GB
VRAM) (8 GB RAM + 8 GB VRAM) (8 GB RAM + 8 GB VR
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